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Say hello in the chat box...
•  Share your name, organization, and role



Agenda
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• L4L Theory of Action
• Review Bright Spot Selection Process
• Scaling Plans for New Bright Spots
• Next Steps
 
 



Small group welcome question
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What has been one personal or professional 
bright spot for you in 2021?
 
 



L4L’s Theory of Action
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Create shared 
understanding [of data]

Amplify                 
bright spots

What we do:

Engage
partners


Mission:


To ensure that every child in 

our region becomes a thriving 
citizen who achieves success 

in school, career, and life

…in an environment of sustained trust, learning, 
and momentum



L4L Key Indicators
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Early Grade 
Literacy 1 1 

Post Secondary 
Success 

8th 
Grade 
Math 
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3rd Grade Reading Proficiency
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44%
of children are reading 
proficiently by the 
end of third grade in 2019.



3rd Grade Reading Proficiency
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Measuring Pandemic Related Learning Loss
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Key Findings 
•  3rd grade reading and 8th 

grade math proficiency 
dropped between 3%-5%

•  More than 20,000 fewer 
students in ELA are on 
grade-level
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Bright Spots are being scaled

VTL and the Gwinnett and Cobb 
Library system are now connected 
to distribute glasses 

L4L built an innovative partnership 
with literacy leaders to train 
teachers virtually
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Pandemic required another layer of bright spots
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CAN and Leadership Council prioritized pandemic 
factors affecting 3rd grade reading proficiency

Early Childhood 
Education

Children’s 
Mental Health

School and 
Classroom Climate

Adult 
Literacy

Teacher 
Preparation

Student 
Engagement

Attendance

Summer 
Learning Loss

Food 
Insecurity



Bright Spot Rubric Criteria

Equitable

Proven Model

Scalable

“Will it help close the 
opportunity gap?”

“Does it work?”

“Can it work in 
other places?”

Questions you and the L4L Leadership Council asked...
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Bright Spots address pandemic learning loss

Today’s Goals

• Learn more about newly selected Bright Spots

• Provide insight into scaling plans so Bright Spots have greater 
impact on more students
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Selected Bright Spots
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A professional learning organization 
that delivers resourceful and 
innovative strategies to engage 
students, equip teachers, and grow 
school communities for meaningful 
impact on the future.


A professional learning approach 
that provides freely accessible 
tools that equip educators to 
enhance students’ social emotional 
engagement in the learning 
environment. 



Literacy outcomes logic model
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Pandemic 
challenge 

Bright Spot Inputs Outputs Desired 
Outcome 

Low student 
engagement 

ArtsNow – arts 
integration 

# educators 
trained 

•  Teacher usage 
•  Org support 

Increased 3rd 
grade 

reading 
proficiency 

SEE-KS – 
social 

emotional 
engagement 

# educators 
trained 

•  Student 
engagement 

•  Implementation 



L4L’s scaling role
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Goals Data – how will we know? 
Support continuous 
improvement in Bright 
Spots’ current schools 

•  Quant: identify highest performing sites 
•  Qual: investigate factors leading to that 

above average performance 

Target ideal new schools 
for scaling; need to build a 
school profile  

•  Quant: publicly available school 
characteristics such as reading 
proficiency, race, ELL, size, climate, etc. 

•  Qual: school conditions such as 
leadership buy in and teacher beliefs 



Small group discussion
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Goal: identify factors leading to above average performance to apply 
those learnings to increase ArtsNow integration in more schools


Agenda
1.  Define the implementation measures (ArtsNow)
2.  Review data pack as group (link in chat)
3.  Identify data themes in highest performing schools? (Group)
4.  Current ArtsNow strategies to increase teacher usage? (ArtsNow)
5.  Suggestions to improve usage (Group)
6.  What other data could ArtsNow collect to inform continuous improvement? 

(Group)



Small group discussion
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Goal: identify factors leading to successful SEE-KS implementation 
to increase adoption in more schools 

Agenda
1.  Define the student engagement and teacher fidelity measures (SEE-KS)
2.  Review data pack as group and share link
3.  What do you notice between SEE-KS data and GOSA data? Any trends or themes? 

(Group)
4.  What other factors are present in SEE-KS’ most successful schools? (SEE-KS)
5.  Suggestions to improve implementation (Group)
6.  What other data would be helpful to collect as SEE-KS develops a profile of an 

ideal partner school? (Group)





Brief Discussion Share Out
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A professional learning organization 
that delivers resourceful and 
innovative strategies to engage 
students, equip teachers, and grow 
school communities for meaningful 
impact on the future.


A professional learning approach 
that provides freely accessible 
tools that equip educators to 
enhance students’ social emotional 
engagement in the learning 
environment. 



Network Next Steps
Attend the next network meeting:  
•  Tuesday, March 16 
 
In the chat box (optional)...  
•  Share any resources you’d like to be shared with this 

network in the follow up email 
 
Check out L4L’s annual report 
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